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Dear Ritt Kellogg Memorial Fund Association,

Thank you so much for taking the time to read over our expedition proposal to hike the

John Muir Trail. We believe there is no better place to spend a month through hiking than

the very forests that John Muir called the “cathedrals of light.” We hope you’ll find that

this proposal epitomizes the goals of RKMF: to challenge oneself outside in a safe, well-

planned manner and to enjoy the wildernesses that John Muir sought to protect.

We would like to apologize for the faint font color of some of Leah’s individual

documents. Unfortunately, there were printed on a printer low on ink and then scanned

and emailed to Kate’s email. The signatures are bold but the template writing remains

fairly light. If these need to be resent please let us know. Due to extenuating

circumstances (Leah’s Venture Grant in the Dominican Republic) and subsequent lack of

internet, Kate was not able to change the faintness of these documents.

Again, we thank you for considering our application and here’s to the wonderful

outdoors!

Sincerely,

Kate Leaf

Leah Danze



Note, items to be attached to this application are indicated in bold text.
 

 

I. Expedition Summary 

 

Expedition name:  

 

 

 

 

Briefly describe the objective of your expedition below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Location of expedition: 

 

 

Firm expedition dates:     # days in the backcountry:  

 

 

Describe the wilderness character of your expedition: 
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II.  Participant Qualifications
 

 

List expedition members, expected date of CC graduation and Wilderness First Responder 

or Wilderness Emergency Medical Technician  certification expiration in the table below.  

Expedition Member Date of Graduation WFR expiration date* 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

* If WFR training is needed, list the intended training provider and course date. Funding 

is not released until all expedition members show proof of WFR or WEMT.  

 

Are all proposed expedition members experienced and/or trained to meet your expedition 

objectives? Yes     No 

 NOTE: If any expedition member is deemed unqualified, funding may be denied.

Describe your team’s plan to solidify technical skills prior to the start of the expedition.
(The RKMF provides education grants for technical training to support CC students in 

  

 
 planning and executing responsible wilderness expeditions. Visit www.rittkelloggfund.org

for information.) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attach the Ritt Kellogg Memorial Fund Expedition Application – Individual 

Questionnaire for each expedition member (includes outdoor-skills résumé, 

references, copies of WFR certification, copies of relevant training certification, and 

medical release with original signatures). 

 

Attach the Participant Acknowledgement and Assumption of Risks & Release and 

Indemnity Agreement, read and signed by each applicant and their parent (even if 

applicant >18 years). This agreement must have the original signatures. 

 

Attach the Expedition Agreement, read and signed by all expedition members. 
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III.  Expedition Logistics, Gear, and Food

 

 

Describe how expedition members will travel from home to the trailhead and back again.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attach a detailed, day-by-day itinerary, including maps, elevations, route topos, tide 

charts, etc., as appropriate.  Don’t just photocopy a guidebook, provide a discussion

to demonstrate your understanding of the itinerary.

 

 

 

Do you have plans to re-ration during the expedition?  Yes          No 

If “yes”, describe the re-rationing plan below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Describe how you will prevent wildlife from getting into your food. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attach a detailed food list and show how it meets the caloric needs of the expedition.  

 

Attach a thorough equipment list, including the detailed description of the contents 

of the First Aid kit. 
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Are all expedition members familiar with Leave No Trace principles?  Yes          No

 

Describe how you will adapt LNT principles to meet the environment of your expedition.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are there cultural considerations for the expedition area?  Yes         No 

If “yes”, describe how you will address those concerns.  
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IV. Risk Management Plan

 

 

List the anticipated hazards of your expedition and explain how they will be evaluated, 
avoided and managed.

 

Discuss the technical skills your expedition members have to handle

NOTE: Failure to identify major hazards and how they will be 
managed may result in denial of funding.

  

(Attach more pages if necessary.) 

 

anticipated hazards.
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Describe your self - evacuation plan in the event of an emergency. Discuss any technical 

skills your expedition members have to handle various self-evacuation scenarios. NOTE: 

Failure to thoroughly discuss evacuation plans may result in funding denial.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Describe any measures taken for expedition members with medical histories that warrant 

special preparedness.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
List emergency resources available in the vicinity of your expedition (phone #s for ranger 
station, hospital, etc).

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

List emergency communication devices you will be carrying. If none, explain why. 
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V. Budget

 

 

Attach a detailed expedition budget and write totals in USD below. Do not round

numbers up. Emergency money, supplies for first aid kits, first aid kit rental, and 

gear purchases are not funded. Car travel costs will be funded based on the 

vehicle mpg and may not include wear and tear/maintenance costs.

 

 

Transportation: 

 

Food and Fuel: 

 

Maps/Books:  

 

Communication Rental: 

 

Permits/Fees:  

 

Gear Rentals:  

 

Total Funding Requested (not to exceed $1500 per applicant): 

 

 

 

 

Describe what measures you have taken to minimize expenses.
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Budget Breakdown

Transportation:
One way flight from Dallas to Denver: $125
Round trip flight between Denver and Sacramento: $256 (x2) = $512
Round trip Amtrak tickets: $42 (x2) = $84
Round trip YARTS bus tickets: $50 (x2) = $100
Total: $821

Food:
Total from Food Ration Estimates: $223.28
Total: $223.28

Maps/Books:
John Muir Trail: The Essential Guide to Hiking America’s Most
Famous Trail: $9.75(x2) = $19.50
John Muir Trail MapPack: Shaded Relief Topo Maps: $20.49
Total: $39.99

Communication Rental:
http://www.satellitephonestore.com/iridium-satellite-phone-rental
Iridium Satellite Phone: $139.80 for four weeks
Total: $139.80

Permits and Fees:
Yosemite Permit: $5 (for reservation) + $5 per person = $15
Mount Whitney Zone Permit: $15
Red Meadows Resupply Fee- $35
Vermillion Valley Resort Resupply - $18 (holding fee) + $18 (x2) for
round trip ferry ride=$54
Muir Valley Resort Resupply- $50
Total: $169

Gear Rental:
Bear Canister from Yosemite NP: $5 a week for four weeks= $20
Total: $20

821+223.28+39.99+139.80+169+20= $1,413.07



Equipment List

Individual Clothing:
synthetic short sleeve top
shorts
synthetic long sleeve layer
long underwear
fleece jacket
fleece pants
pull-over fleece
warm jacket (down/synthetic)
rain shell top and bottom
undergarments
light gloves
warm hat
4 pair wool socks
durable hiking boots
camp shoes (crocs/ tevas etc)

Individual Gear:
backpack < 60L
thermarest
sleeping bag < 15 degree F
toiletries: toothbrush/paste, hand sanitizer, contact solution, spare
contacts, feminine products, chapstick
sunscreen
bug spray
headlamp
extra batteries
mess kit (bowl + fork/spoon)
pocket knife
garbage bags

Group Gear:
2 person tent with fly
ground tarp
trowel
whisperlite stove
4 30 fl. oz. fuel canisters
2 bear canisters (under regulations of Yosemite NP)
2 Ursaks
1 pot
1 pan



pot grips
spatula
big spoon
first aid kit
2 cans of bear spray
satellite phone
topo maps sealed within ziploc bags
compass
15 bottles of iodine
> 3 lighters
flagging material
tent repair supplies
biodegradable dish soap
sponge

First Aid Kit Supplies

General Supplies: Quantity:
Wilderness Medicine book 1
latex gloves 3
trauma shears 1
tweezers 1
biohazard bag 2
12 cc irrigation syringe 1
pencil with duct tape 1
SOAP notes 5
Medical forms 2
face shield 3
thermometer 1
ziplock bag 3
safety pins 6

Drugs:
Acetaminophen 16 pills
Ibuprofen 24 pills
Diphenhydramine 16 pills
Pepto Bismol 16 pills
Iodine ointment 1 tube
Triple antibiotic ointment 1 tube
Antiseptic towelettes 15
tincture of benzoin 4 ampules



Wound Management and Bandaging:
3” conforming gauze roll 2
3 x 3 sterile gauze pads 4
2 x 3 non-adherent dressing 2
3 x 4 non-adherent dressings 2
wound closure strips 6
triangular bandage 2
band aids 18
butterfly bandages 8
elastic bandage 1
2 x 3 adhesive patches 2
sterile cotton tipped applicator 2
pressure wrap 1

Foot Care:
1” athletic tape roll 3
moleskin (3” x 3”) 5
adhesive knit (2’’ x 3”) 3
2nd skin pads 4
_” athletic tape roll 2

Attach a detailed food list and show how it meets the caloric needs
of the expedition:

Food will be vital to our abilities to through-hike, thus we have taken
great care in preparing adequate food rations. We are aiming to eat
between 2,500 and 3,000 calories a day, which is equal to between 1.5
and 1.75 lbs. Since we are both accustomed to throwing together
backcountry meals using a the traditional hodgepodge of backpacking
ingredients, we are listing staples rather than pre-made meals.

(2 people) x (21 days) x (1.62 lb/day) = 68 lbs

Breakfast- 18 lbs

Lunch and snacks -!20 lbs

Cheese- 11 lbs

Dinner- 17 lbs



Miscellaneous- 2 lbs

Food List

Breakfast  Weight in lbs        Price per lbs Total Price
Granola 7.00 4.00 36.00
Instant Oatmeal 8.00 1.75 14.00
Powdered Milk 1.00 3.75 7.50
Brown Sugar 2.00 1.24 1.24

Lunch and Snackage
Bagels 4.00 1.79 7.16
Peanut Butter 2.70 3.50 9.45
Jelly 2.00 4.20 8.40
Energy Bars 3.60 7.00 25.20
Dried Fruit 2.00 3.50 7.00
Dried Hummus 1.00 3.25 3.25
Tuna 2.00 2.50 5.00
Beef Jerky 2.00 7.00 14.00

Candy 1.00 2.50 2.50

Dinner
Pasta 3.75 2.25 8.35
Tortillas 1.75 1.85 3.24
Rice 6.50 1.50 9.75
Dehydrated Beans 3.00 4.00 12.00
Pesto Sauce 1.00 4.00 4.00
Tomato Sauce 1.00 2.49 2.49

Cheese 11.00 3.00 33.00

Beverages
Tea 0.50 10.00 5.00
Hot cocoa 1.00 3.75 3.75
Gatorade Powder 0.50 2.00 1.00

Total 68.00         223.28



Attach a detailed, day-by-day itinerary, including maps, elevations,
route topos, tide charts, etc., as appropriate. !Don’t just photocopy
a guidebook, provide a discussion to demonstrate your
understanding of the itinerary.

Day 1: Happy Isles to Half Dome Junction
• 12.3 miles
• cumulative ascent: 5000 feet

Day 2: Half Dome Junction to Sunrise Camp
• 7.6 miles
• cumulative miles: 19.9 miles
• cumulative ascent: 7600 feet

Day 3: Sunrise to Tuolumne Meadows
• 11.4 miles
• cumulative miles: 31.3 miles
• cumulative ascent: 8000 feet

Day 4: Tuolumne Meadows to Upper Lyell Canyon
 _. 9.5 miles
 _. cumulative miles: 40.8 miles
 _. cumulative ascent: 9200 feet
 _. easy hiking along the idyllic Lyell Creek

Day 5: Upper Lyell Canyon to Thousand Island Lake
• 9.7 miles
• cumulative miles: 50.5 miles
• cumulative ascent: 11,400 feet

Day 6: Thousand Island Lake to Devil's Postpile
RESUPPLY POINT at Red Meadows in Mammoth Lakes !

• 16.2 miles
• cumulative miles: 66.7 miles
• cumulative ascent: 13,200 feet

Day 7: Devil's Postpile to Deer Creek
• 9 miles
• cumulative miles: 75.7
• cumulative ascent: 14,900 feet

Day 8: Deer Creek to Tully Hole



• 12.3 miles !
• cumulative miles: 88 miles
• cumulative ascent: 16,950 feet !

Day 9: Tully Hole to Edison Lake
RESUPPLY POINT at Vermillion Valley Resort

• 11.8 miles
• cumulative miles: 99.8 miles
• cumulative ascent: 18,800 feet

Day 10: REST DAY

Day 11: Edison Lake to Rosemarie Meadow
• Follow the cascades along Bear Creek, reach 2 creek crossings
• 12.3 miles
• cumulative miles: 112.1 miles
• cumulative ascent: 22,150 feet

Day 12: Rosemarie Meadow to Muir Trail Ranch
• Climb Selden Pass then descent to Muir Trail Ranch
• 9.5 miles
• cumulative miles: 121.6 miles
• cumulative ascent: 23,200 !feet

Day 13: Muir Trail Ranch to McClure Meadow
• Follow the South Fork of the San Juoquin River, enter Kings

Canyon National Park
• 10.6 miles
• cumulative miles: 132.2 miles
• cumulative ascent: 25,400 feet

Day 14: McClure Meadow to NE of Helen Lake
• 12.2 miles
• cumulative miles: 144.4 miles
• cumulative ascent: 27,850 feet

Day 15: NE of Helen Lake to Deer Meadow
• 11.3 miles
• cumulative miles: 155.7 miles
• cumulative ascent: 28,850 feet

Day 16: Deer Meadow to Kings River



• from Deer Meadow make ascent to Mather Pass (3,300 ft. ascent)
• 12 miles
• cumulative miles: 167.7 miles
• cumulative ascent: 32,150 feet

Day 17: Kings River to Woods Creek
• 11.6 miles
• cumulative miles: 179.3 miles !
• cumulative ascent: 34,200 feet
• camp at White Fork, 2 miles from Woods Creek junction

Day 18: Woods Creek to Vidette Meadow
• 13.2 miles
• cumulative miles: 192.5 miles
• cumulative ascent: 37,850 feet
• camp at Upper Rae Lake

Day 19: Tyndall Creek to Guitar Lake
• Make it up Glen Pass
• 12 miles
• cumulative miles: 216.6 miles !
• cumulative ascent: 43,450 feet

Day 20: Guitar Lake to Trail Camp
• 10 miles
• cumulative miles: 226.6 miles
• cumulative ascent: 46,650 feet

Day 21: Trail Camp to Whitney Portal
• 6.8 miles
• cumulative miles: 233.4
• cumulative ascent: 46,700 feet






































	Expedition name: Following in John Muir's Footsteps
	Expedition Goal: Known as one of the premier mountain ranges in the world, the High Sierra made such an impression on the famous conservationist John Muir that he became one of the earliest advocates for preservation. He is famously quoted saying: “The mountains are calling and I must go.” This sentiment sums up how we feel-- the Sierra are calling to us and we must go. As outdoor-minded people who have spent every free moment “playing outside” we think that completing the John Muir Trail would be the perfect capstone to our CC experience. Ideally, we would like to spend August 2012 hiking the entirety of the John Muir Trail, beginning in Yosemite Valley and culminating with a summit bid on the highest point in the contiguous United States at Mount Whitney. We are excited to submit this Ritt Kellogg Memorial Fund proposal, which we hope you’ll find epitomizes the goals of the Ritt Kellogg family as well as presents us the opportunity to “play” in the Sierra for an entire month.    
	Location: The High Sierra Nevada Mountains of California
	# Days: 21 days
	Dates: August 7-31
	Wilderness: Our expedition will be of remote wilderness character. The southern part of the JMT iis actually the longest segment of the Pacific Crest Trail without re-supply points, which we will keep in mind as we complete the final one hundred miles approaching Mount Whitney. The JMT cuts across the High Sierra Nevada Mountains of California, mainly aligning itself with the Pacific Crest Trail.  Although the hike begins at the relatively low elevation of 4,000 feet in Yosemite Valley, it quickly ascends and after the ninth mile, rarely dips below 9,000 feet. 13,000 and 14,000 foot peaks of spiraling granite tower above the trail for the majority of the hike. The JMT crosses six passes between 11,000 and 13,000 feet. Thousands of high alpine lakes dot the valleys as clusters of lodgepole pines speckle the great granite expanses. Blessed with one of the mildest, sunniest climates of any mountain range in the world, August temperatures are expected to hover in the mid-eighties during the day and rarely drop below freezing at night. Although afternoon thunderstorms occur occasionally, especially at high elevations, the skies remain clear and sunny the majority of the time. The JMT crosses through three national parks (Yosemite, Kings Canyon and Sequoia), two designated wilderness areas (The John Muir and The Minarets), the Devil’s Postpile National Monument, as well as a plethora of high-altitude, isolated terrain in between. We look forward to returning to the power of solitude and the beauty of isolation.
	Experienced yes: Yes
	Experienced No: 
	Text13: Kate Leaf
	Text14: Leah Danze
	Text15: 
	Text16: 
	Text17: 
	Text18: 
	Text19: 
	Text20: 
	Text21: May 2013
	Text22: May 2013
	Text23: 
	Text24: 
	Text25: 
	Text26: 
	Text27: 
	Text28: 
	Text29: January 2013
	Text30: March 2013
	Text31: 
	Text32: 
	Text33: 
	Text34: 
	Text35: 
	Text36: 
	Training Plan: Although we are both experienced backpackers who feel confident in our ability to complete this through-hike, we understand the importance of constantly honing back country skills. Thus, we intend to undertake every preparation we can prior to departure to ensure our own safety and enjoyment of this trip. Kate has applied to lead backpacking trips during the months of June and July for Overland, which (if hired) would provide a wonderful refresher of her hard back country skills prior to our departure. Leah, unfortunately, will not work in the outdoor field this coming summer due to her study abroad program in Chile, which runs through mid-July. We both will attend one of the Outdoor Protocol Review Sessions, hosted by the Outdoor Club of Colorado College, in January to refresh our knowledge of emergency procedures. In order to prepare for everything this particular trail offers, we are both in the process of reading The John Muir Trail: The Essential Guide to Hiking America’s Most Famous Trail. Finally, we will both run, hike and weight-lift consistently prior to August to keep up our own fitness levels.
	Travel plan: Leah will need to fly into Denver from her home in Dallas, Texas. Her flight is estimated at $125 (which we looked up using kayak.com). Kate will pick Leah up from the airport on the August 7, bringing her back to her Boulder home where they will spend the rest of the day making pre-expedition preparations. We will fly from Denver to Sacramento early on August 8. Once we arrive in Sacramento, we plan to take Amtrak's San Joaquin train (tickets.amtrak.com, estimated at $21) to Merced. From the Merced train station, we’ll get on the  Yosemite Area Regional Transportation System bus (yarts.com, tickets estimated at $25), which will take about three hours to get to the Visitors Center in Yosemite Valley. We will spend the morning of the ninth finishing up final preparations before finally hitting the trail and hiking Northeast towards Tuolumne Meadows.

After 21 days in the back country and a summit bid of Mount Whitney, we plan on waking up at 5:45 a.m. to take a shuttle back to Mammoth. Once in Mammoth, we will catch a YARTS bus back to Merced, and then an AmTrak train back to Sacramento, where we’ll likely spend the night of August 30  in Davis with Kate’s uncle and aunt*.  We’ll fly back out of Sacramento early on the 31st after what we’re sure will prove to be an amazing adventure.
*We would like to thank the Davis Leaf family for their hospitality in hosting us the night of the 30th.
	Re-ration yes: Yes
	Re-ration No: 
	Re-ration plan: As a popular through-hike, the JMT offers several re-supply options over the course of its 211 miles, which we fully intend to utilize. For all three of these re-supply points, we will mail ourselves a package full of the amount of food we’ll need for the expedition’s following segment. Our first re-supply will occur on our sixth day in Mammoth, which is 57 miles south of our starting point in Yosemite Valley. For $35, the Red Meadows store picks up packages from the Mammoth Post Office and stores them for hikers. Their location is right off the trail. Our second re-supply will occur at the Vermillion Valley Resort on the ninth day of hiking. To get to the resort, we will leave the JMT at Quail Meadows, walking one mile towards Edison Lake and Mono Creek. The Vermillion Valley Resort offers a fifteen-minute  ferry ride across Edison Lake to their ranch, which caters to through-hikers, thus offering a large array of amenities. Our final re-supply point will be at the Muir Trail Ranch, near Blaney Meadows, on the twelfth day of hiking. Primarily a dude ranch, the Muir Trail Ranch will holds hiker packages for a steep fee of $50; however, as it’s the last potential re-supply point we want to take advantage of it. The package we pick up here will need to hold sufficient food for us to reach the Whitney Portal, which is about a hundred miles away. All three re-supply stations sell white fuel. 
	Wildlife plan: Notorious for harboring “the smartest bears in the world”, we will take every precaution to storing our food safely while in the Sierra Nevada. Many of the wilderness areas we’ll hike through require very specific bear storage containers since the bears have been known to open supposedly-secure containers. Knowing this, we will abide by the regulations set forth by Yosemite National Park when purchasing our two bear canisters. We will also purchase two Ursaks, bear-resistant flexible bags, prior to starting out on the second section of the hike when will be carrying more food than capable of fitting within two canisters. We will also ensure to always keep the canisters closed, locked and on flat ground. Storing our food in bear canisters will not only combat bear activity but also prevent mice, marmots and other varmints from taking our food. Additionally, we will ensure we always cook at least 200 feet away from our tent and follow LNT guidelines in order to keep a clean campsite that does not appeal to the prevalent wildlife. 
	LNT: The opportunity to hike and live outdoors is a gift that must be cherished and as we follow in John Muir’s footsteps, we intend to take every care to leave the environment as we initially find it. 

Plan ahead and prepare: As we prepare for this through-hike eight months in advance, we have ample time to consider the best ways to avoid leaving an impact on this pristine wilderness. We have already minimized our group size to two, which decreases our effect on both the trail and campsites we’ll stay at. We will repackage our food to minimize waste and we’ll pay the fees to rid ourselves of collected waste at the various re-supply points. 
Travel and camp on durable surfaces: Characterized by its plethora of granite, a particularly durable surface, we intend to camp in already existing campsites on granite surfaces. Additionally, we will make sure to walk single-file on the already-established trail to avoid eroding fragile ecosystems. An additional note on camping, we intend to read Dr. Suess’s The Lorax as a bedtime story each night to remind ourselves of the importance of leaving no trace as well as simply because we love bedtime stories.
Dispose of waste properly: We have taken time to ensure the amount of food we bring in is an appropriate amount but if we end up with extra, we will pack it out as waste. Additionally, we will abide by LNT guidelines in digging catholes-- making sure they’re 6-8 inches deep and well away from water sources. On Mount Whitney, we will excrete in bags and pack it out with us.
Leave what you find: This one is pretty self-explanatory. We will not take any of the beauty from the Sierras, leaving it there for the next hikers to enjoy.
Minimize campfire impacts: Known for its warm, dry weather, the High Sierra often institute fire bans. Whether or not there’s a fire ban while we’re on the trail, we intend to avoid making campfires; instead, we’ll rely on a Whisperlite for our cooking needs. The only times we might consider making a campfire are if we’re in an impacted campsite with a previously-existing fire ring.
Respect wildlife: In an area with an abundance of wildlife, we will certainly enjoy animals’ presence from a distance by observing and (fingers crossed) taking photos. While hiking, we will often sing songs heartily both to warn animals of our presence as well as to entertain them with our off-key voices. However, in accordance with LNT we will never approach wildlife or attempt to interact with them in any way. Furthermore, we’ll make sure to keep our food containers closed and locked at all times, discouraging animals from investigating our campsites.
Be mindful of other visitors: On a popular trail in which we’ll likely run into other hikers every day, we intend to camp away from others and yield to uphill hikers as well as pack animals. Most of all, we hope other hikers will do the same so we can enjoy the solitude and sounds of nature that we seek. 
	LNT Yes: Yes
	LNT No: 
	Cultural: 
	Cultural No: Yes
	Cultural Considerations: Only that these wilderness areas are the very places that caused John Muir to spark the conservation movement and we would like to commerorate that through drawing the landscape as often as time permits.
	Risk Management: Many outdoor-related accidents can be attributed to the simple human tendency to get tunnel vision when making a summit bid or to over-confidence. We intend to combat these inherent human flaws by remaining honest with ourselves about the safety of each decision we make. “Is it safe? What hazards are there?” are some simple questions we’ll constantly ask each other. Additionally, the group dynamic is vital to safe travel and as the process of writing this grant has already taught us, keeping our lines of communication open will be key to our own safety and success. Thus, we anticipate checking in with each other constantly over the course of these 211 miles. Finally, since both of us have been recently employed as outdoor leaders, we are well aware of weighing the success of reaching the summit versus the disappointment that can accompany erring on the safe side. However, our experience as leaders in the outdoors makes us confident we’ll always choose safety. Like Kate always told her disappointed campers this past summer when rain impeded a summit climb: “Guess what? The mountain will still be there next year. And the year after that.”
Weather-  The Sierra Nevada are blessed with some of the sunniest, driest weather of any major mountain range in the world. High temperatures hover between the seventies and eighties on the vast majority of days, dipping to around freezing each night. However, thunderstorms do strike suddenly, especially at high elevations so we intend to constantly watch for building cumulonimbus clouds. If we spot these aforementioned clouds, we will make it a priority to descend in elevation off high ridges and passes, making an effort to reach lower ground. If we do get stuck out in a thunderstorm we will minimize immediate dangers such as lightning and hypothermia by getting into lightning position for a conservative length of time and by putting on appropriate warm layers and rain gear. In order to be proactive in minimizing the potential hazards of weather, we will ensure to have the best apparel and gear, which will include ascertaining that the fly on our tent is appropriately water-proof.
Stream Crossings- Although the High Sierra are notorious for their dangerous stream crossings in June and early July, we chose the month of August to complete this through-hike in order to avoid these risks. Even in years with the highest snowfalls, the rush of snowmelt water tapers off by mid-July; thus, we should be safe crossing the plethora of streams of the High Sierra. However, if dangerous crossings do occur we’ll make sure to scout the safest, shallowest path across before unstrapping our backpacks, linking arms and walking slowly across (always in footwear other than our hiking boots!)
Snow Crossings- Like stream crossings, most of the large snow fields that cover the area into July will have diminished by August. Again, our decisions to hike in August and hike north to south will significantly reduce safety hazards. We’ll be hiking up the north side of passes, thus if we do encounter snow we’ll be able to kick foot holds into the trail and utilize hiking poles to help ourselves up. The descents should be free of snow since they’re south-facing. 
Altitude- Since much of the trail is above 9,000 feet and frequently crosses 11,000- 13,000 foot passes, altitude sickness is a concern. We will be proactive in avoiding it by maintaining adequate hydration and nourishment. Additionally, we decided to hike the trail from north to south in order to start out at the lower elevation of 4,000 feet in Yosemite, working our way up to hiking between 8,000 and 13,000 feet and finally making a summit bid of the highest peak in the contiguous United States. If AMS symptoms do occur, we will hydrate, monitor the symptoms, and finally descend in elevation if they persist. 
Sun Exposure- We will be vigilant in protecting our skin on this through-hike, especially as we remain mindful of the fact that we’ll be hiking through high-elevation and sunny terrain every day. 50-70 SPF sunscreen will become our favorite companion on this through-hike-- we’ll use it often and copiously. Chapstick will most likely also become a close pal.
Wildlife Safety- In an area famous for its abundance of bear activity, we intend to make every effort to avoid bear encounters. As we elaborated earlier, we will carry the most advanced bear canisters and be vigilant in using them properly. Additionally, we’ll keep a clean camp free from bear-enticing odors by camping upwind and at least 200 feet away from our cooking area, thoroughly cleaning our dishes, keeping all garbage and food in the bear canisters, and burning or thoroughly wrapping all feminine products. We ialso intend to carry bear spray in the case of a close encounter with a bear. We’ll practice using this prior to our departure. If we do encounter a bear and it sees us, we will wave our arms and make ourselves look as big as possible before slowly backing away in a different direction. While hiking, we’re going to always make an effort to make a lot of noise through banging or singing in order to avoid surprising a bear. There are also cougars in the area, though spottings are rare. If we do encounter a cougar we will make sure to back away slowly, maintain eye contact and try to look as big as possible. We’ll resist the urge to run since that often triggers a cougar’s instinct to chase.
Foot Care- As this an extended backpacking trip, the health and happiness of our feet will be forefront in our minds. Both of us will stop immediately upon feeling a hotspot, addressing it by using moleskin or second skin to prevent it from transforming into a full-fledged blister. Preventative measures will be taken to ensure the well-being of our feet including keeping them dry throughout the day (we’ll wear alternative footwear when crossing streams), airing them out each night and cleaning them prior to putting on camp shoes. The first aid kit will be sufficiently stocked with blister care implements.
	Evacuation Plan: Much of this through-hike crosses isolated terrain in which the nearest civilization is located nearly a hundred miles away. We appreciate the solitude and peace this distance will create; however, in the event of an emergency it’s important to realize just how isolated parts of this hike are. Most important in the case of wilderness emergencies-- which by definition are time-consuming ordeals-- is the ability to maintain a calm, clear head. Both of us have shown this capability through our time spent leading trips for youth outside. Our group will carry a satellite phone in the case of a life-threatening emergency. However, we will only call for help if an emergency is life-threatening as we understand how inherently dangerous it is for a search and rescue team to enter the wilderness. In the case of  a non-life threatening injury, our skills as Wilderness First Responders will help us maintain the care of each other for prolonged periods of time and our First Aid Kit will give us sufficient supplies. In the case of a life-threatening emergency, we will use the satellite phone and try to get to a location in which a helicopter could land safely. Although, moving to a helicopter-accessible location could be tricky since much of the trail is located on high, narrow ridges. We would most likely have to rely on a on-foot search and rescue team in the event of an emergency. Of course, we acknowledge that being proactive to avoid an emergency is forefront in avoiding an emergency, thus we will take every care to be safe throughout this hike.
	Medical Plan: We are both lucky in that neither of us has any past or pertinent medical histories that warrant special needs.
	Emergency contacts: Yosemite Village Medical Clinic: 209-372-4637
Tuolumne Meadows Ranger Station: 209-372-0309
Mammoth Lakes Ranger Station: 760-924-5500
McClure Meadow Ranger Station
Crabtree Ranger Station
         -Neither of the above ranger stations list phone numbers but all online reports state that rangers are present during the summer to offer help to through-hikers in these remote segments of the JMT.
Lone Pine Ranger Station: 760-873-2483

	Communication devices: We will carry an Iridium satellite phone.
	Transportation cost: $821.00
	Food and Fuel: $223.28
	Maps and Books: $39.99
	Communication Rental: $139.80
	Permits and fees: $169.00
	Gear rental: $20
	Grand total: $1,413.07
	Costs minimizing: 1) We used kayak.com in order to choose the least expensive flights.
2) We aren't spending any money on lodging, electing to camp all nights but one instead. The one night in Davis after our summit bid of Mount Whitney will be spent free of charge with Kate's family in Davis, CA.
3) We have chosen inexpensive food staples, which we'll buy in bulk at Costco in order to minimize food expenses. 

In the mindset of returning to simplicity and solitude, we have made this trip pretty minimalist and inexpensive. 


